This book examines government ethics rules and their enforcement in China (as well as in three other jurisdictions for comparative insights). Empirical research methods (involving primarily semi-structured interviews) were employed to explore the dynamics of actual enforcement policies and practices in China. This book formed an analytical framework through reviewing existing theories on government ethics regulation and general regulation literature and analysing government ethics rules in the US, the UK, and Hong Kong. Using this framework, it seeks to explore the patterns and features of government ethics rules and their enforcement in China. It shows that the inadequacy of government ethics rules per se and the deterrence-oriented criminal enforcement style of government ethics regulation are important but ignored elements of the problem of rampant corruption in China. Such analysis has generated important and practical policy implications for China’s government ethics rules and their enforcement.
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Regulating government ethics is the missing but essential component in China’s struggle against corruption. This is the central thesis in Dr Chonghao Wu’s book. It is a thesis that needs to be taken seriously. President Xi Jinping’s crackdown on corruption has made international headlines, but it is only another example in a long series of such campaigns in China’s history. Though unprecedented in its breadth and intensity, it will not be China’s last. While the current campaign stretches to all corners of the earth in search of fugitives and stolen assets, it remains a backwards-looking journey. What is missing is the forward-looking campaign that inculcates a culture of compliance with integrity rules and leads to a sustainable system of prevention. This is where Dr Wu’s study makes an important contribution. With reference to the experiences of three jurisdictions that rank within Transparency International’s top twenty least corrupt countries, Dr Wu makes the case for establishing in China a two-tier system of regulating ethics and prosecuting corruption crimes. He finds that China lacks a comprehensive set of public sector integrity rules and a suitable agency to enforce such rules and promote compliance. He provides an incisive critique of the discipline inspection committees and explains why a separate government ethics agency is urgently needed. This book is essential reading for anyone interested in the reform and sustainability of China’s anti-corruption system.

Dr Wu is to be congratulated on his in-depth study of a serious problem that continues to hold China back from reaching its full potential. As his supervisor, I could not have wished for a more diligent and talented student. As my first student to graduate, Dr Wu sets a high standard for all those to follow.

Simon N. M. Young
The University of Hong Kong
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